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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this report is to document the performance characteristics
of the radar section of the 4-8 GHz Microwave Active and Passive Spectrometer
(MAPS) system. The system was designed, built and tested at the University of
Kansas Center for Research, Inc., during spring and early summer of 1972. Data
collected during August and September of 1972 includes two types of targets: bare
ground (about 5000 data points were collected) and agricultural crops such as corn,
milo, soybeans, and alfalfa (over 45,000 data points were collected). The data
is undergoing processing and analysis and will appear in forthcoming volumes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the past three decades numerous measurements have been made of
microwave backscatter and emission from selected targets at isolated frequencies.
The available data from ground-based and airborne scatterometers and from un-
calibrated imagers suggests that information is contained in the spectral response,
but lack of suitable data that can be compared, and of continuous spectral data,
makes such conclusions tentative. Furthermore, understanding of the mechanisms of
scattering is lacking for complex targets such as vegetation and layered ground.l
At the Remote Sensing Laboratory of the University of Kansas we are currently
conducting a comprehensive program of research designed to answer many of these
questions, and provide information for designers both of radar systems and of radar-
based information systems.
The concept of broad-band multi-spectral radar imaging was proposed by
Moore, Rouse, and Waite2 , and a system to verify the value of this "polypanchromatic
radar" was constructed by Waite3 . Waite's system used very short pulses to produce
images over a broad band and also to gather backscatter data. This system was first
used in 1969, but produced calibrated spectral responses only in 1970. Difficulties
encountered in making the pulse system operate to the 16 meter minimum range required
by the truck then available suggested that the system should be converted to an
FM-CW one, and this conversion was made during 1970-71 by Moe, who collected
backscatter observations from crops during July 19714. Moe's measurements, like
those of Waite, covered the 4-8 GHz frequency range, and angles of incidence from
vertical to 700.
The present 4-8 GHz system was built using the basic FM-CW design started
by Moe, but with many refinements and improvements. It was completed during
the summer of 1972. Over 50,000 data points were gathered manually during August
and September. A computer-controller under construction will permit recording
data automatically faster, and more accurately. Such a system was used on Waite's
pulse-modulated radar, but Moe did not build one, and Waite's controller was not
readily adaptable to the FM-CW system.
The present system uses separate antennas for transmitting and receiving,
whereas Moe used a single antenna, except for a brief trial period. With the two
antennas, automatic switching of polarization is possible, and cross-polarized returns
may be measured. Calibration of the current system incorporates a delay line and a
Luneberg lens, both of which are helpful in frequent field calibrations, whereas
Moe and Waite used a metal sphere whose cross-section was so small that field
operations were difficult. Numerous other improvements were made in the system,
so the data collected in 1972 should be much more reliable than those collected
earl ier.
Microwave radiometer capability was also built into the present system,
although the unfortunate theft of the calibration noise source on the first day of
field operations prevented collecting passive emission data during 1972.
The experiment objective is to measure the active and passive spectral
responses of several natural, cultivated, and man-made surfaces over the 4-18 GHz
region of frequencies for look angles between 00 and 700 and for all possible linear
polarization combinations. Soil and plant samples are collected to measure their
dielectric properties over the same frequency range and their moisture content.
Antenna and component frequency limitations have dictated the need for constructing
three systems to operate over the 4-8 GHz, 8-12 GHz and 12-18 GHz bands.
A tentative design has been completed for a single system capable of cover-
ing the entire 8-18 GHz band (in lieu of the two bands 8-12 GHz and 12-18 GHz).
We hope to have this system completed by June, 1973. The frequency range of the
low frequency system will also be extended down to 2 GHz.
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2. OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The MAPS system utilizes two parabolic dish antennas mounted parallel on
the same platform, which in turn is mounted onto an antenna positioner. The two
antennas have been aligned, both mechanically and electromagnetically on an
antenna range, for maximum overlap of their main beams over the 4-8 GHz range.
One of the antennas (2.5-foot diameter) is used for transmission and the other
(3-foot diameter) is used for reception of both radar and radiometer signals (radar
transmitter is turned off when the radiometer is operating). The antennas and some
of the RF components are mounted atop a 75-foot truck-mounted boom (Figure 1).
The operator can point at the target of interest at any incident angle between 00
(normal) and about 750 and at any azimuth angle. The FM-CW radar produces a
return usually averaged over 400 MHz for each of two orthogonal received polari-
zations, one of which is the same as that transmitted. By properly switching the
two polarization mounts at the antenna feed of each of the two antennas, the
scattering coefficient can be measured for all four polarization combinations. The
radiometer has a single channel, but again by proper switching, can provide
antenna temperature measurements at both polarizations. All switching modes are
remotely controlled From the van housing the electronic equipment. This capability
insures that the multi-polar izt ion and multi-frequency active and passive data
gathered at a given look angle is indeed from the same target area.
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the overall RADSCAT SPECTROMETER system.
The radar and the radiometer receivers share two major parts: 1) the receive
antenna, and 2) the same RF source provides local oscillator signals to both
receivers (the two receivers do not operate simultaneously). Table 1 is a configuration
matrix for the different operational modes. Table 2 is a summary of the operational
characteristics of the radar sub-systems.
Figure 3 is a photograph of the antennas and some of the components mounted
atop the boom. Note the presence of a TV camera mounted behind the feed of the
3-foot dish receiving antenna. The camera is connected to a TV monitor housed
inside the van housing the electronic equipment.
Detailed discussion of the radar section will be covered in forthcoming
sections. The antennas, however, will be covered separately under the next section.
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Figure I. Photograph of the MAPS System During Operation.
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Figure 2. MAPS (Microwave Active and Passive Spectrometer) System.
TABLE 1. CONFIGURATION MATRIX
Mode Switch #1 Switch #2 Switch #3 Transfer Switch Manual Switch
Radar: calibration C to 1 C to 3 C to 2 NA Antenna to Transfer Switch
HH polarization C to 1 C to 2 C to 1 4 to 1 Antenna to Transfer Switch
HV polarization C to 1 C to 2 C to 1 2 to 1 Antenna to Transfer Switch
VV polarization C to 1 C to 1 C to 1 2 to 1 Antenna to Transfer Switch
0,
V H polarization C to 1 C to 1 C to 1 4 to 1 Antenna to Transfer Switch
Radiometer: calibration C to 2 C to 3 C to 2 4 to 3 Load to Transfer Switch
H polarization C to 3 C to 3 C to 2 4 to 3 Antenna to Transfer Switch
V polarization C to 3 C to 3 C to 2 2 to 3 Antenna to Transfer Switch
TABLE 2.
Type: FM-CW
Modulating Wave Form: Triangular
Frequency: 4-8 GHz
FM Sweep: AF 400 MHz
Transmitteq Power: 5 watts
Noise Figure: 18 dB
IF Frequency: FIF 87 KHz
IF Bandwidth: AFIF 5 KHz
Antennas:
Height above ground 67 feet
Transmitting antenna diameter 2.5 feet
Receiving antenna diameter 3.0 feet
Feeds ridged waveguide, dual polarized
Effective Beamwidths
Measured Antenna Gain of Product Patterns*
Frequency 2.5-foot (Transmit) 3-foot (Receive) Azimuth Elevation
4 GHz 28.8 dB 27.8 dB 3.80 4.00
6 GHz 32.2 dB 33.2 dB 2.70 3.20
8 GHz 29.1 dB 27.8 dB 2.80 3.00
GT 
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Figure 3. Photograph of the two antennas mounted
on the tip of the boom. Note the TV
camera mounted behind the 3' dish feed.
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3. ANTENNAS
At normal incidence, the distance between the antennas and the ground
target is about 67 feet. The choice of antenna size is dictated by three related
criteria: 1) antenna gain, 2) antenna beamwidth, and hence size of illuminated
area, and 3) minimum required separation between antenna and target to insure
plane wave representation (for field distance). At a given frequency, the beamwidths
decrease with antenna size while the gain and far field distance increase. In
order for the measured radar return and the microwave emission from a given target
area to be spacially representative of that target, it is essential that the area be
large enough to include several representative samples (such as corn stalks if the
target area is a corn field). On the other hand, if the illuminated area is too
large (beamwidth larger than 4-50), we will lose look angle information, especially
near normal incidence where the scattering coefficient varies rapidly with look
angle. As a compromise, a 3-foot diameter and a 2.5-foot diameter parabolic dishes
were chosen as receiving and transmitting antennas, respectively. The 3-foot dish
was chosen as the receiving antenna because the illuminated area seen by the
radiometer is defined by the pattern of the receiving antenna above, while the
illuminated area seen by the radar is proportional to the product of the transmitting
and receiving antenna patterns (this is discussed in more detail in section 5). Thus,
the above choice insures closer sizes of illuminated areas as seen by the radar and
by the radiometer as contrasted to the alternate assignment (transmitting antenna=
3-foot dish and receiving antenna = 2.5-foot dish).
3.1 Far Field Distance
Figure 4 compares the far field distance as a function of frequency calculated
according to the standard criteria:
d D2  (1)main
and the less stringent criteria:
d - (2)
main
9
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Figure 4. Far field distance for each of the two antennas
as a function of frequency. Note that both antennas
satisfy 2D criteria at 4 GHz and the less restrictive D 2
criteria at 8 GHz.
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where D is the antenna diameter and X is the wavelength (all parameters given
b the same units). Both antennas satisfy the criteria at 4 GHz and the
S criteria at 8 GHz.
3.2 Antenna Patterns
The two antennas were mounted on a steel plate, which was then mounted
on the antenna positioner atop the receiving tower of the antenna range located on
the roof of the Space Technology building at the University of Kansas. The 3-foot
dish antenna was rigidly mounted while the 2.5-foot dish was designed to have its
supporting rods adjustable in length, thereby enabling us to rotate its axis a few
degrees toward the direction of the 3-foot antenna axis. This flexibility allowed
us to "focus" the two antenna beams such that their patterns appear overlapping for
any target at a distance of 65 feet or greater.
Each of the two antennas used a ridge waveguide dual polarized feed.
A subminiature polarization switch was attached to the back of the 2.5-foot transmit
antenna and a subminiature transfer switch, a radiometer calibration switch, and a
small TV camera were attached to the back of the 3-foot receive antenna (the
function of the switches is discussed in section 4). Since the presence of the TV
camera and the switches could alter the shape of the antenna patterns, all measure-
ments performed in aligning the two antenna beams were made after rigidly mount-
ing all the switches and the TV camera (but allowing for minor adjustments of the
TV camera postion in the vertical and horizontal planes with adjustable screws) to
the feeds. After mounting the two antennas on the flat steel plate, the following
procedure was followed:
1. For each antenna, elevation and azimuth power patterns were measured
at 4, 6 and 8 GHz. This was repeated for several feed positions
(distance from the center of the dish) around the theoretically calculated
value until an optimum pattern was realized (in terms of beamwidth
and side lobe levels.) The objective was not to optimize gain, but
instead, it was to have about a constant beamwidth over the 4-8 GHz
band, which necessitates a slightly defocussed feed pattern. The final
patterns are shown in Figures 5-6.
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Figure 5a. Azimuth and elevation power patterns of the transmitting antenna at 4 GHz.
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Figure 5b. Azimuth and elevation power patterns of the transmitting antenna at 6 GHz.
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Figure 5c. Azimuth and elevation power patterns of the transmitting antenna at 8 GHz.
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Figure 6a. Azimuth and elevation power patterns of the receiving antenna at 4 GHz.
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Figure 6b. Azimuth and elevation power patterns of the receiving antenna at 6 GHz.
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Figure 6c. Azimuth and elevation power patterns of the receiving antenna at 8 GHz.
2. The gain of each of the two antennas was measured at 4, 6, and
8 GHz by applying the substitution method (using standard gain
horns). The results are included in Table 2.
3. With the 3-foot dish set at maximum signal, fine adjustments were
performed on the TV camera position until the crossing point of the
two cross hairs on the TV monitor was superimposed on the center
of the image of the transmitting horn antenna.
4. By using the same chart on the circular recorder, the patterns
of the two antennas were recorded by alternately switching the
receiver from one antenna to the other after a complete pattern had
been recorded. This was repeated at 4, 6, and 8 GHz for both elevation
and azimuth patterns. The axis of the 2.5-foot dish was moved in
azimuth with adjustable screws (which in effect vary the length of two
of the rods connecting the antenna to the steel plate) until one of the
beams enclosed the other (since the two antennas are not the same
size). As expected, the 2.5-foot dish had a larger beamwidth than
the 3-foot dish (at a given frequency), but the gain of the 3-foot
dish was smaller than that of the 2.5-foot dish at 4 and 8 GHz. These
results are apparent in the measured patterns shown in Figures 7-9.
The decrease in the gain of the 3-foot dish at 4 GHz is probably
caused by spillover losses due to the wide beamwidth of the antenna
waveguide feed. If these losses were to be reduced by changing the
feed position, the antenna pattern at the higher frequencies seemed to
suffer. At 8 GHz, on the other hand, blockage due to the presence
of the TV camera behind the feed appears to be the dominant factor
for the loss in antenna gain.
Since the radar return is proportional to the product of the gain
patterns of the transmitting and receiving antennas, it was necessary to
calculate this product (Figures 10-12) and evaluate an effective
beamwidth. The effective beamwidth was determined by integrating
the area under the product pattern (linear scale) bounded by a -20 dB
reference (0.01 below the maximum) and dividing by 100. The area
was integrated using a Hewlett Packard 9125B calculator plotter. The
results are also shown in Figures 10-12.
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3.3 Illuminated Area
The apparent temperature of a target observed by the microwave radiometer
represents a spatial average of the radiometric temperature over the target area
"illuminated" by the antenna. If the solid angle subtended by the target area is at
least as large as the antenna beam solid angle, then the size of the area does not
appear as an explicit parameter in calculating the target radiometric temperature.
This condition is of course always satisfied when observing area extended targets
such as the earth's surface.
The radar return, however, is directly proportional to the target cross
section, a , which in turn, is defined in terms of an average scattering coefficient
o0 = 9/S (3)
where S is the illuminated area. Hence, to determine ar, it is essential that S
be known. In general, the shape of the illuminated area (based on the beamwidth
equivalence) is an ellipse whose major and minor axes are functions of the antenna
beamwidths, the look angle, and the range:
S= iAB (4)
where 2A and 28 are the major and minor axes of the ellipse projected on the ground
as shown in Figure 13. The expressions for A and B are derived in Appendix A.
The actual area responsible for the measured part of the radar return is confined in
range to the IF filter bandwidth (discussed further in section 5), thereby modifying
the expression for S given by Eq. 4. The modified expressions and a listing of the
computer program used to calculate S are also given in Appendix A.
4. RADAR SECTION
The radar section of the RADSCAT SPECTROMETER is a FM-CW system; its
block diagram is shown in Figure 14. A 4-8 GHz sweep oscillator is externally
modulated with a triangular waveform from a function generator. The amplitude
of the triangular waveform determines the frequency swing around the carrier
frequency (FM bandwidth, Af), and its frequency, fm, determines the IF frequency
25
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Figure 14. Radar section of MAPS.
of the return from a target at a given range; or alternatively, for a fixed IF
frequency, fm and Af determine the range to a given target:
cf
R= IF (5)
m
where flF is the IF frequency and c is the velocity of light. Since both Af and
flF are fixed, fm is tuned for maximum power return.
4.1 Transmitter
The RF signal power level at the output of the sweep oscillator is shown as
a function of frequency in Figure 15. Cable loss over a distance of 100 feet between
the sweep oscillator output and the TWT input (sweep oscillator is housed in the van
and the TWT is on top of the boom) is also shown in Figure 15. Though the input
power to the TWT varied by as much as 4 dB across the 4-8 GHz range, the power
level was large enough to saturate the TWT, thereby producing an almost leveled
output of about 42 dBm (shown in Figure 15). The local oscillator signals to the
radar and the radiometer receivers were obtained at the output of a "T" fed by a
30 dB directional coupler. The main TWT output signal is connected to the transmit-
ting antenna through a series of switches (the function of the various switches is
discussed in a later section).
4.2 Receiver
At the output of the mixer, the IF signal is fed to a 40 dB amplifier through
a 50 ohm attenuator. The attenuator was used to protect the amplifier against
saturation when the input signal was too strong. In practice, the attenuator was
set at 20 dB for look angles of 00 through 400 and at 0 dB for the larger angles. The
amplifier is followed by a band-pass filter having a center freauency of 87 kHz and
5 kHz bandwidth, which in turn feeds into an RMS voltmeter.
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TWT output.
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4.3 Switching Modes
Switches 1, 2, and 3 and the transfer switch (Figure 14) allow the
operator to pick any one of 5 possible modes: HH (horizontal polarization on
transmitting antenna - horizontal polarization on receiving antenna), HV, VH,
VV and delay line calibration. The function of switch #1 is to switch all the
transmitter power into a load during the radiometer operation; the isolation between
the common port and the disconnected port is better than 80 dB. An additional
80 dB isolation is obtained by connecting switch #2 to port 3 (delay line).
All switches are of the mechanical type, controlled remotely from the
van housing the electronic equipment. During the radar operation, the transfer
switch acts like a SPDT switch connecting ports 2 or 4 to port 1. During the
radiometer operation, the antenna is connected to port 3 via ports 2 and 4.
4.4 Calibration Procedure
Two types of calibration procedures were incorporated in this investigation:
(a) Delay Line Calibration: As shown in Figure 2, a 100' delay line cable
is used to bypass the antennas via a pair of switches at the transmitter (port 3 of
switch #2) and receiver (port 2 of switch #3) lines. This, in effect, allowed us to
internally calibrate the system in a closed-loop form independent of the antennas or
the outside world; any slow, but acceptable, variations in the system performance
would be calibrated out. The procedure was repeated before and after each data set
which corresponds to approximately 20 minutes.
(b) Luneberg Lens Calibration: An Emerson and Cuming Model 2B-109
Type 140 Luneberg Lens was used to convert the data gathered from relative to
absolute values. The lens has a spherical cap reflective metallic surface subtending
a spherical angle of 1400, thereby producing a reflectivity pattern which is a
constant over a wide angular (conical) range; the 3 dB points are at about + 650
The theoretical backscattering cross section of the Ecco Lens is given by:
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=4 rr (6)
where r is the radius of the lens and X is the wavelength. Cross section data
measured by the manufacturer indicate very close agreement with theory over the
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4-8 GHz band. This calibration procedure was repeated approximately every two
weeks. In addition to using the lens as an "absolute" calibration, any misalign-
ments in the two antennas occurring during any two-week interval would have
been observed. Fortunately, no such problems occurred.
Though metal spheres have been traditionally used to provide absolute cross
section reference data* the Luneberg Lens has one main advantage: larger back-
scattering cross section. The lens used in this investigation is 9" in diameter; its
cross section at 6 GHz is about 200 (23 dB) times larger than the cross section of a
9" diameter metal sphere (csphere Trr 2 for r/x > 2). Figure 16 is a photograph of
the system during calibration. The lens is shown hanging to the side of a windmill;
three strings tied to the outside dielectric frame around the lens are used to keep
it in place. The stability of the measured return was observed to be better than
+ 0.2 dB. Upon moving the lens out of the antennas' main beam by the attached
string, the signal level dropped by more than 40 dB. This assured us that the
windmill structure had no effect on the calibration data.
4.5 Dynamic Range and Sensitivity
The dynamic range of the system, tested in the delay line calibration mode,
exceeded 80 dB across the full 4-8 GHz range. The primary use of the TWT
amplifier was not so much to increase the transmitter power, but rather to act as
an amplitude smoother. By saturating the TWT input, the ,amplitude modulation on the
frequency swept RF signal were damped by more than 20 dB. This was very important
since it was discovered that AM "noise" (detected local oscillator signal) represented
the major undesired signal at the receiver output. The amplitude spectrum is a function of
the sweep oscillator output power variation with frequency, Af, and fm. Since
the round trip range to the target and back is as short as 41 meters at normal incidence,
fm has to be about 700 Hz. Without the TWT leveling effect, this results in a
large signal level at the IF frequency.
By measuring the tangential sensitivity of the receiver, an equivalent noise
figure was calculated. It was found to vary between 16 dB and 18 dB across the
4-8 GHz band.
Including the earlier models of this system.
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Figure 16. Photograph of the radar system during calibration
against a Lunberg lens.
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4.6 Scattering Coefficient Measurement
The received power from a distributed ground target is given by:
Pt G G X2 oT AT
Pt r TT (7)(4 r ) RT
where
PT = received power from target
Pt = transmitted power from target
G t  = gain of transmitting antenna
Gr = gain of receiving antenna
A = wavelength
CsT  = average scattering coefficient over the scattering area A
AT = scattering area of the target
RT = range between antennas and target
At the same wavelength, A , the return power from the Luneberg Lens is given
by:
2
PtG G 0LP PG r L (8)
L (47r ) R L
Hence,
PT T T R L (9)
L aOL RT
or alternatively,
oT L ) (10)
In terms of the system itself, after the mixing process, PL and PT are proportional
to the square of the voltages measured by the RMS voltmeter. The data was actually
recorded using the voltmeter dB scale. RL and RT are calculated from the measured
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modulation frequency, fm' according to Eq. 5. The area AT is governed by the
antenna beamwidth and the look angle for look angles smaller than about 450
and by the IF filter bandwidth for larger angles. The exact calculation is shown in
Appendix A. The lens scattering cross section oL is given by Eq. 6. Hence, all
the quantitites in Eq. 10 needed to determine or0T are known.
5. CONCLUSION
The basic design parameters of the radar section of the 4-8 GHz MAPS
system were presented. In addition to providing large amounts of data on the
scattering coefficient of bare soil and agricultural targets as a function of the three
basic sensor parameters frequency, polarization and look angle, the MAPS system has
served as a prototype for more sophisticated versions wh ich can cover 2 frequency
octaves and completely computer controlled. It is anticipated that two such systems
will be completed by June 1973 covering the bands: 2-8 GHz and 8-18 GHz.
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CALCULATION OF AREA FOR FM-CW RADAR
INTRODUCTION
This technical memorandum deals with a method of calculating the resolution
area of a FM-CW radar. It includes a complete mathematical derivation and its
implementation on the HW 635 computer.
The mathematics for the problem is first generated by assuming the antenna
pointing straight down and proceeding with an appropriate change of axis.
The area is then calculated using filter cut-off. The last section of the
memorandum includes a FORTRAN IV computer program and a sample data set.
THEORY
Let a and b be the major and minor axis distances obtained when the
antenna is pointed straight down (refer to Figure 1).
The equation of the ellipse is given by
- YJ -, (1)
Let A'B' be the surface generated by cutting the cone with a plane which
is at an angle a to the plane generated by (1). Let the new coordinate system be
given by x, y, z.
We have by transformation of coordinates of (1)
(X oz.L - (-s&,to'cGCo64f-4%ua (2)
The equation of the curve at z = 0 is given by
X COS'X-L + .. -C " - )  (3)
Simple algebraic manipulations yield
But h e "- h oLs% (4)o1- h(c I'. c,9J "f +
But h = h/cosa and equation (4) is now of the form
A'- 36
ZI
z h
21
h,, X
Figure 1. Geometric representation of radar beam.
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The new ellipse is therefore shifted by
- n ) ) and its new
major and minor axis given by A and B are
IL (5)
and
b JL t (6)
The distances a and b are given by
Ok, and b10,#
Substituting these values into (5) and (6) and simplifying we have
A1: ~" (7)
Cs4 (I . + ..Ar. - )2
and (8)
Figure 2 represents the radar beam with filter cut-off.
C1 and a2 re shown in Figure 2 and defined as
where Aif is the bandwidth of the filter in kHz and f is the center frequency
of the filter in kHz .
The distance R is obtained by an emperical formula* R = 16200/fm, where
f is the modulating frequency in kHz.
*was obtained experimentally
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Figure 2. Geometric representation of radar beam showing filter cut-off.
Let h be the effective antenna height, then the following equations can
easily be obtained.
h- Rcos.4C (9)
R /-os (L- ta) a*o4. o. ah /caSCOCt A/l (10)
k = 4& S ( + /) - (1)
i k-A (12)
;L. .,,,,, -Jd,=.h (13)
A .- "-L 8I a. (14)
5 Rs, - d (15)
I2 --i1 (16)
Depending on the values of xl, x2 , 11 and 22 the following four cases
for area calculation can arise.
CASE I
The filter completely encloses radar resolution (refer to Figure 3). In the
following case
X1 7 It, I? ., ..,
The shaded area S is given by
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CASE II
The filter partially covers radar resolution (refer to Figure 4). In the
following case
X# <a) "" ,t2,7 92,
Now
The equations of the ellipse and filter are respectively given by
I* (17)
A6
and
(18)
Solving (17) and (18) for the point of intersection yields
(,L R (ib' . ±(4 e a-. (a )A')JY/C LM. (19)
The darkened area in Figure 4 is given by
A I.E 4*. ~, t,, (20)
where
)" C(21)
and
1(22)
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Defining C 4 I( / (23)
and (24)
we have
Sdi OlW - (25)
Defining Cai'l (26)
and C-oS fS (27)
we have
Sr [1 41(28)
The shaded area S under consideration is then given by
SJ .yP (29)
CASE III
The filter partially covers radar resolution (refer to Figure 5). In the
following case X 7A % ."A
Now
(30)
The shaded area S is then calculated along the same lines as in Case II and
is given by
42(31)
42F
CASE IV
The filter is contained in the radar resolution (refer to Figure 6). In
the following case %C,( 0 %x < *
Now
S7J * MI(32)
and . ( f ~b1 Y4, (33)
The shaded area S is given by
4, + 43(34)
X2
Figure 3. Shows filter completely covering radar beam
resolution (Case 1).
X2
x _ _ _
12 -
Figure 4. Shows filter partially covering radar beam
resolution (Casell) .
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Figure 5. Shows filter partially covering radar beam
resolution (Case III).
Z
G2 A
rX 2 -- --- 1,
Figure 6. Shows filter contained in radar beam
resolution (Case IV) .
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FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR AREA CALCULATION
The pages following this appendix contain the FORTRAN coding for the
area calculation.
The program is compatible to the HW 635 computer and requires 15K memory.
The User's Guide is provided by comments within the documentation of the program.
The program listing is followed by an example of raw and calibrated data
for one typical data point. An entry of 100 indicates that the measurement for
that particular frequency, polarization and angle was not taken.
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S5UTTN- RPAflKJTftiTF'YliMUMjFIj
r
r SIl BROUT INE REAnh4K Pac P1 F 8T-IYALA AWG, 72
C THIS S !hl(OUTINE READS IN RAW RAQAR DATA AT 1.0 FREUENCIFS,
-4 POL ARIZATO1NIS AND 7 1 OOK ANG r5 T WH L UArTA _ARDSU o
c AND CAm oE PJNCHEDO N A FREE FQRm4T I THE: PROGRA4 JUTPUTS
c .AIIRR4PT -U fATA ON~ TAPP (FPlir CrQF: fli)
UA L W G S 2 Ji- K c,
rAlIl PjA ijHK (I TF I I MUI EII
r b4aaa &. g 4**A*6*064 f.f
C ['TFIL' INITIAL NJUIBER OF PVI1,ES ON INPIJT FILF
rii NjmFI I TflTkA[ NUi~w;R ny r)ATA PolNJTS
c ~UATA VORMAT
A t LS -1 10 4. 11-PU c,-J TqRArTI, t)ATA
C - TO (!4,09 ROJL HH IFREcO 403 TU FRL-0 7rC7 k :~,~AD nr 3VF~~4 Tu FRFA 7 u
C .~,t~e~LVv FP E u 4 3 TU Rk:[ 7~ )
4 T~o r'AHIfl. 0 VI If f ri A 7 T(I F - 7.8
c 5 TH,2, TITLE FflR DATA !'OTNTri
rTH EQ1 I UIiwll" 5 IN'~- JfMaErl ARE- PHNLH-J ONd TFiS- rLRD f A
C F EE F<.!AT,
C2 ADb, ofr F IELD fN )iHER
r Rt ) U~ ArA ! El NJ-IM F=
C4 TH@ CROP TYPE. (INT -GER COUDF-)
r Ti w !ril nATE oF FEpRTbi;NT
C
6 Tw4 r-N ]Fia y i1 U I BRA. IA I3 ON'
f.7 T., r'l~ AHi- I WApnS- %gE RAW RA A p&TA IS pt),mrHcfjk A. r -L
S47
C FORMAT FUILOWING THE SEQUENCE,
c n i nr'0K A~ni E.ER.Cl 4 3(001 HHPO 1412i VVrP6Vl
0 LOOK ANGL~tFREQ 4 ;7 (POL HHsPUL HViFO4 VViPOL. VH)
c
r ~~I 00nK ANGI E RE 7'9Pol H,P0! 61 P i VVPni ju
CREPEAT A60)VF FQR PEMAINIG 6 LOOK ANG~hSi
C N~OTE, It MORE T'HAN ONE DATA PUINT 15 atING FED 11~
S(I 1E r ifl jl, G~T 1)1 THE REMAINING CARL1S FOR EACH D.AlA POINIT
c SHOULDn SIART WITH A ,TITLE CA IRD AND THE -A13OVE FORMAT S IHOULD 3E
c FOLLOWED?
r- PR'OCRAM REO4Tl'-iP;M\TS
C SCRATCH PILEs. NONE
c ~SYSTEM qWHiJlN!,: IISED, FMT
C MEMIORY Rt:Q,)JRFP. 11K
pIMENSION ITITLE00 *ZC4'.10,P8), IANGLE(8).FMC )jFHEQ(10),D(B,10)
$suS! GADpo (10#8) 1 kh (p ,)aP01 (4 1pspl kJO Q JIV2( aIFMCH) i V;74sjo
fATA(POL(Ky)gKyzlj-4)/3H HH#3H HVf3H VV,'4H VHJ/
$z;29,680,. 27t,2, -2~71,6,
YN!TFT =TNTVII +1
PnsyTvjN TAP[-; Trn(-iRFT F11 r-
J0 [rIRMAT ( 1#24X, 'LEiS CALI 'RAT I ON'///IXj FRE p,
Ul 29 1 I, 4
w',*ITF (6, 1Q3) Pm-ii t T )OWN( V (I 1 1 ,1O lu
29 CU'!TINu'r
WHTE(6,1,57 ) (FqFuC I). 1:1,0)
Wk 1 T I ((,',19q) (V ,U i i t i r 1
TU 1001 I:1,'
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1001 CU*2,TINUE
,Al I Ti T 5 I T I i v pIF.
7 CU'ATINUjE
Ul 17 jr-i.1o
DU 2 !IsS,
c REDIDAA
CAL F**F***4*4(* ************* ************** )
2F~ CUIN
ANH=2C
RANTA120OUT
NHITF(6#101) ITITLE(5), ITITLE(2),ITITLE(4) IT! TL~C(S)
157 FU7MATCii; 4Xl',lF-LAY LINEF C TF4PATTOMh//,DX~ 'FHE',f5X,1n ,-4I
WRITF(6,102) lA"(%..EUT)jM(1),ANTHT * (F~rPQ~ ), 1:1lO)
102 FQ"MAT(lH"ig. ,'AkJfENWJA A~j~pX 22~ PImX~22X AAEN
rnf ' T,3 #4
5 c(.,I I
-3 ru 11141 - ~ -1El-I
.C9 FU'!M.ATCl1HO,24Xpl iREA OF RFSnLUTON CELL'1///a')(,
v I q.,
WI! :3,i4,61
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RN'16200, O/FMS ii)
DO 7 I1'
SIIMAL:4;0*PH*RH *PH I. RAD**4 )/( AL.AMDA*AL..AMPA)
7 CoC ]TINUE
01 61 lr?-4#
i i 61 1s ,12
IGMAD( f.J, II )xzSiGMAo( KZs4, II).XXF'
61 Q0 N TI W
12
x73=(xl+X2)/Z,
t GMAO ie4 I ~Af75C(3 1
wRITE (6,1.07)
irn7 F0RMATlHQ.24Xo9 S13MAn OUTPUT LISTING '//I)
Du 8 11:=1,p8
wRTTF:(6.1Q2) TAmL I T T .;74( 1 1 ,A\MT . (FRgr( f I,1IlI
I.mT r 6 1 n -i. () Pn q I MAn( I J s= , ~ I
J CU TI NiU
C W 'I TE 7,ATA Q4N TAPE
C
i' R T Tr- 43 59~~ ( TjTi-P( T I =1, 9
J59 FUIMAT(5i10)
n 51 1 1 -1 -
j60l FUPMAT(k,1GF 7,1)
T. CJ TILJE:
t A I\T I I = I T It
NliY F IL= NI.)MF Ii.+ 1.T IL
i~j~Ti:(6,1 n4 ) Y T T F F NI UMII I
ji.o334T( ro IA(~D I'AL NUm;ER (IF FILES OQN THE ADAiiAT TAP= AS OF
10 F07MA (DT DATA) S !~
(K TnUn-v-( AT 6TR
R U P5N
DIMENSION Fj1(8) ,A EAC84O0)jFC10)
D~i TAF.7 !R
F G8 7 0
PHV! - A- 1 4 A
Do I.~:,J
TH;7T A= (THE T1*Jll, 416 )/180*'
8TAll:F UN2 (F RE0Q
XTANRH:(SIN(BETA:1' 2,)'(CQS(BETAH/ ,))
Yy:(H*H-R*B*S1N(T:ETA)*S!N(THETA))
T~U 3 fl nf) f TnO2angl
GU To 3000
CA,'82B
CALL XEFJLtA , H.iHj.THFTA';FRFO, TT. ],AgEAI
CIO TO 1
3000 CAPE:sogT( (H**43*ixTANBHj**2)/( ((CfS(THETA) )*42)*YYI))
CAPA=B*H*H/ C CO:( 'HETA *yy)
TlAF :THETA4R;ETAP; 2f
I WE?:THE TA-BET AE 20
A'<R2*SIfN(THEl).UAPA
U AMM~A =A K-CA PA
A l I N ( I 4T T A f, A M MI A
4_?=2q*CAPA-ALl
A L FA I R~1 D o;I I b 12 *;r)
TF,(ALA.LTft A,,NnDALFA2 GT P?) rD TO (it
1j~ TO 5000
4 ri n CALLX[11 dI fCAPA.CAP~H .l THPETA Fp;:O-I T nJIAREA I
GI To 1
2wP*S INI THE TA ) +z RT A LFA2*ALF A2.H*H )
fkl r4 l ;,, 1 x~ 2 12) 00 TO 1001
CALL X-HALF(CAPAECAP ,THETAiF E(UAL1,AL2,'(I.X2,AiKeGAMMlA, I ,jAREA)
r, ) Tf n 5
10,01 frAL. XF J LCAPA.CAPHPHiI,'THETAFRE~oIIJ AREA)
R 1=' T id'N
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SURROUTINIE XFLII-Ltt.APA,,rAPRPHT..IWPIA.ERE3lTlJpAREAI
r
r- THIS SU8ROUTIN- EAI CJLAT;:c; THL A.REA 08 CASE I
c
AREAC
AREA(I'#J)z PHj*CA A*CAPB
P r- T I i rZKj
F N P
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SriRlU-T I NE XHALF L;A PA&CAP3, THET A.FR Q 0ALI, AL2 , X Is XZ-A K jOMMA* I. .
~ AREA~
C T'AIS SI.WROtJTINE UALQJL ATES THE AREAS FOR CA$ES L06#
O31ENSIONJ AREA(iJ.~'3)
nl:PAMMA +AL1-XIu2 -'A
irt-l t.T.A 1 A, l~ 2  jT 4 2) 3- AMAiA.-.
THETI:CTHETAt3
-Qf)i TO r-n2s
10-02 TbETA2z:3,i4jbzATAN(PT F
1003 F15~(AAC~)*?M,462*~EA2S~TEA))2
IF~lL;A4Arf,~2GT.AL2) GO TO 10on
!xf~t;,TA'L-,A~i.X 2LTAI'2) GO TO 2flnn'
U T 1 9000
tl i k - S FTR)T AgS S r
C.U TO 9 J0
3p'.i t-IPST
!"U Tn 300
6 0 n A A A1
A4mA2
rzfl To~ 7000
60001 AN A( ~)ASA.)ASA)AS( -B(4
Go To 5000
9000 Pi-THih
W.,) .9 it F110Y USEIj. !HY THIS Cf)lPlLATI0N)%
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TIl EjlKirT1C Sl9IRMlITINE USES AN. ImP2EP~r.Al FflRMUIA To
C (ALCULATE !PHTi' jN DEGREES
A2-3, 2;6 ,4,/F+38q.4/(~F*F)
F!JNwl-A/57' 3
HFTIJRN
i;- ~
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r ~TATS FLdNn'TTnA Stb.HRntJTTNP USP Aw~ 1HPERICAI. FiRMULA To
c CALCULATE ITHErAV IN' DEGREES
L7N128 , 4;7 L? s/F*
H F T U R N
i- ,55,p
RADAR DATA
DATE 90172 ETFIl Nn, 7 rRQP TYpff
RADAR RETORN (DM)
DELAY LIrEiF CALIRArION
FREQ 4.6 4,7 5,.1. b 5'9 6,3 6,7 7,1 1 ,5 7,8
OUTPUT LEV(Da) =13,0 =16,3 .13,2 G19,0 -20.7 -23,1 -22,3 -24f8 =JUU -30,0
ANTENNA AJGLE 0 100,00
FR O 4,3 4.7 5,1 5,5 5,9 ,.5 6,7 7,1 7,5 /,B
POL NH -18,Q 16 -18,0 E15,0 ;15,0 -20, -19,0 17,0 130,0 1Uu
P"L HU "25 0 ;27 = 2 n 2 ' ~ 4 -,4 0 -2, o ,,o,o In- ua u lI
POL VV "1600 1511 =19 0 -15*0 230o -11.0 -18.0 -20,0 100! 100,0
POL VU -28n 0 ,21 2.4.n 0,21.9 =z4 1 -27.f -2P n =2 30 1nPn lnu,
ANTFNNA A i i F P in fl AJ n
FREQ 4.3 4.7 5.1 5.5 5,9 6.3 6,7 7.1 7-5 7,6
POL HH 2 n251 25 1 27 .l p ; 1 ;d7, -34.0 -35.0 _25A IdO l a 00n
POL HV -2 5 ,0 =25, -29,0 29,0 ;1,0 -43,0 -40,0 33, 100,0 1vo,O
POL VV -21.3 ,,13, -22~i 3,0 3;.0-l -36.3 -3 5 .n =27.0 140,0 l00IQ
POL VH -23,1 Q22.i "25,0 29,90 . ,0 -41,0 -45,0 =33, 1 0,0 1 U,J
ANTENNA A, LE 20 Fm 0"_, .
FR QO 4,3 4.7 5,1 5,5 ',9 6,3 t,7 7,1 7,5 ,,
POL HH -26,0 -20?7 .23,2 =23.30 .2,8 -28,3 -34,0 =45,0 1u000 1UU,U
POL HV -29, 57 .'533 3a3 285 2~9.5 -35,. -42.0 ,4R,1 jn.g, l.]ouj
POL VV -24,0 =22, 5 G18,5 21.,4 ;47,5 -22,48 36,0 =47,3 1330,0 10,U
POL VH -26,n =25 n r,In 27.7 6 1. -3 5 .44 S e47. 1 0fl 10i ,lu.
ANTENNA AJI -P n FM 742; JO
FREQ 4. 4,7 9.1 5,5 59 6.3 67 7.-1 7,5 1,d
POL HH 25,1 24, 26 . =24. .47,5 -31. -38,n .5 3 1.0 1u L
POL Hy -33,0 -26,q ;32,o 32, I -1,3 -33,0 -45,0 58, 1 0 Q 10 ]
POL VV -24,I1 27 )  26,n ; 22, = 9,3 -29,~ - 4 ?,n =5 4 .31 oi- :in u
POL VH -27,0 =21,5 =31,0 -33, =,,i -36,0 -47,0 =60,3 103,0 100,0
ANTENNA ANLE 40 FM 674, 0
FRED 4,3 4,7 5,1 5,5 5,9 6,3 6,7 7,1 7,5 7 ,
POL HH -26,0 -24,3 25,0 =25.0 d6,0 -24,0 -33,0 =44,0 1J0,0 1iU ,
Pnl HV 7' 3 .1 '1 = c . =24 (1 ; 4 -37 , - , g .0 , 1 Lin .
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POL VV -24,0 v28. ;25,o 20,0 ,=3,0 -29,0 -28,0 w44,O 100O0 1OU~,
pnL Vi -7 "3n 6-11 9;. =U_,0 =-,36 -A n -3 .:4A0 i nI n o n .
AW TFNN ANI F i FM 5 R4.l
FREn 4 3T 4,7 5l 9 5 59 6A3 67 7i1 7,9 7.8
PtL MWH -28 n 2 9 '- g2A 0 ;;27,0 =~ 6 .l =32r0 -35.n =4. i . 1ru. n
POL HV -33,0 =36f0 32,0 =31,0 1, 0 -40,0 -39,0 *53,3 100 1l0,0
Pil vy .9A A -286 n .6A.n =2 0 8 a .39 n .34. -45 j innIj in l0
PO, VH *32,0 ;35 1 .30,0 =34,0 ;,3,0 -39,0 -39,0 .51,0 100,0 100,0
ANTENNA ANGLE 60 FM 45,00O
FREQ 4,3 4,7 5,1 5.5 5,9 6,3 6,7 7,1 7, 70
POL wH -36,0 =34,0 32,0 31,0 942,0 -34,0 -32,0 35,. 1000 u 10 ,0
POLI 3V *38' 0 =37 n 70: 3 -377n =3 in n 1 1 n
POL VV -30,0 =32l0 3o ,0 3J,1 oQ10 -32,0 -31.0 w32,0 10 ,0 10U,0
PnL VbH 34,n0 37n Z 35 -7* -4 1 -37 0 360 a37 n i1 in 1nu n
ANTFNNA ANGI E 70 F3M 1, . j (
FREQ 4.3 4j7 5,1 5,5 5.9 6.3 6.7 7.1 7.5 7.8
POL HH inn , 1ln,. inn. n i0n.g 1,i ina .o l 0nn 0 opn 1Uo n n 0 inU.l
POL HV 100,0 101,1 100,, 100, 0 u10,O 100,0 100,0 100,0 10900 102u,
POL VV 10.0 10n, 1J.0n 1 0 1 1 10o.0 1n00,0 1ac. n t10n. 100, 0 1 U.0
POL VH 100,0 100, 100.0 100, luIO 100,0 100. 0 13 00,0 100,0
AREA IF RSOLQTI(N CELL
FRFi 4< 4.7 'i jl ,1 6 . . A 7 7 1 .5 7,i
ANGLE 0 81,5 69,7 62,1 57,5 24,8 53,2 52,4 52.1 P22
ANGI E 1n 1, n8 n.7 1,7 0~6 1.6 , jA n.6 0. 6 0.7
ANGLE 20 1,2 0-, Qg 0,3 3,7 137 G,7 0  0,7 U,
ANGLE 30 1.5 1.1 1,1 1.1 1,0 1, i. ,C 1.00 1,
ANGLE 40 2,1 1 1,5 1,4 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,4 1,4
ANGI F 50 3,.4 2 7 2.4 2. 2,11 2,1 2.1 2,1 2,2 e ,
ANGLE 60 6,3 5,2 4,6 4,3 4,1 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 4
AN GIF 70 9,6 9.4 9.5 9,6 9.5 e.1 8.6 .3 8 1 7.
STr, A UIPUT IST Yr n
ANTENNA A4~iLF F, 1 U'J 0
FREQ 4,3 4.7 5.1 5,5 5. 6.3 6.7 7.1 7.5 1.
POL HH 5.4 P.,7 9.2 13.7 17,4 13.5 15.3 v15.3 141.0 141.9
POL VV 7,4 9 7 8,2 14,7 12,4 14,5 16,3 .15,3 141,3 14.
CROss -2.R 1,6 -. 7 7. 8 ,.4 7, j 9.3 =;29,; 11.l 141,9
ANTN N , AIILE in FM A, J. 1
FRE n 4, 4.7 j 'i5 .9 A3 7 1i1
57
phl HH .1... -1R.8 5 =17.9 =10;.3 a, 12 -6. -186 ,1R R Q 414 1 06 1. 76
POL VV -15;9 .11,5 =12 ,9 11,3 ,6 -20,6 -18,9 43,. 122,6 123
CRDS -18,. =16,7 7 14 =.17,3 -. 6. 1 -25,8 59.1 49. 5 1 7 6 I1,72 .
ANTFNNA AUGIF 20 FM  2. 0
FRE3 4i. 4,7 5 1 5.5 5-9 6A3 A67 7 1 7.5 7.
P L HH 90,7 = .1 1f Q 11 . . - . 4 17 7 -A4 1. ?, 12 -;7
POL VV "18.7 -151 ;9,2 -9,6 e~2!9 -7,2 -19,7 a63,3 1221 12i17
CROS 2, 0 =16, 17,7 =16,2 i5.2 -20.1 -76.7 =63,8 122,8 1737
ANTYFNN ANIlF 3A0 M 742,; n0
FEP A l 4A 7 9-1 5- 5 ; 0 6 4 6.7 7 ' 715 7-
Pn4 WH -19' 16 7 1 ,- lj 6 14 4 -, 9 -7121 977.R 13 4 14
POL VV "18 2 2,2 ;6,. -9,6 -.3,9 -12.9 -25, 1 =69,8 123,4 1 24,2
CRqO- n'224 -191 ;;i,.6 6,4 6 6 8 -18.1 -?9 , m74,7 123,4 427,
ANTFNNA a; lF 40 7 r4 , ;1
FRE 4 3 4.7 5.1 5.5 5.9 6,3 6,7 7,1 7,5 7t3
PnL HH -19,9 =164 ;148 =1.2 3 1.6 -7.6 -15.R .59-5 123,7 124'1
POL VV -170 20,4 G14,8 -7,3 07,6 -126 -10,8 -59,5 123,7 124 ,
CRO•S 12 -M9 -23, e 19 3 -19,3 - 1 "?0.0 a18.8 z64 .4 123,7 124
ANTENNA AIN LE 5m FM 584,0
FREQ 4,.3 4 7 S.1 5. ,9 63 6 03  . 7. 1 7.5 
_ __
POL HH -21,4 =21,1 -17.4 -13.8 1i .1 -1 1 -17.4 jR. n 124.1 1 ) ,;
POL VV -21,4 -20,1 z 15,4 -9,8 z12,1 -18.1 -16,4 = 0,0 124,1. 12 ,U
CROS .25.9 -27,4 ;20.2 i19, I6.n -27.6 -1.4 ,6, 1-4.
ANTFNNA ANILF 6i F 45J, jJ
FREQ 4.3 4.7 5.i 5,5 5.9 6.3 A67 7 1 7,5 /.,
POL HH -27,6 -24,? ;19.7 z;1.5.2 .4 5 -1 19,.9 =4R 6 15,6 12b, 4
POL VV -21,6 - 2,2 f , 17,7 15.2 ~ j3,5 -13, - 11,9 P45,6 15,6 2 4
CRQS "27,2 =27, : ;23,1 =22,2 9 9, -10,4 -17,3 4bl, 125 6 12e51.
ANTFNNA AIJil F 71 Ei .4l,.j
FRE 4,3 4.7 ' i , i A7: 6 75 71- 7, ,
POL HH 11 9 113 1 15.5 117.6 1d,/]2 121 . 122,3 - 9- 1?Q,3 L ~ 5
POL VV 112,9 113,5 115.5 117.6 1.3,2 121,3 122.3 89,9 I9t , 1 3 ,6CRO S ii, i , 113' i 11/. 12,2 121.3 12 ,3 9,0 1 9;3 .
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